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Mount of Olives, overlooking Jerusalem, Israel - date unknown
Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother, Heung Jin Nim [in spiritual
world] and Sun Jin Nim:
True Father: "You should establish relationships of true love with everyone around you." [1]
God's Kingdom, the ideal world, is the world of true love. True love is everywhere, anytime. There are no
conflicts:
True Father: "Antagonism and jealousy cannot be found anywhere in that world. It is not a world
governed by money, position or power.... Heaven is a world filled with the air of true love, where all
breathe true love. Its life throbs with love, everywhere and all the time... True love, the love that is God's
essence, is Heaven's only governing power." [2]
Such a world can only come about if the world we are living in will gradually be filled by true love. This
is something that not God or True Parents can do for us. True Parents have opened the way, by creating
God's lineage and teaching us what true love means and how it works. They taught true love and are still
doing it by their own example. They started the revolution of love, that history has waited for. And we
have to push it further, until it is completed.
Now it is our task to become True Parents ourselves, spreading true love to all people around us,
becoming great "bells of love":
True Father: "There have been many bells of goodness and love in history, but today you can create the
greatest bells of love, ringing them in a desert-like world... Let us be great bells of love ringing out in the
desert. Once people hear the sound of love correctly, they will follow your pattern and imitate you and the
sound of the bell will never cease."[3]
This desert like world can only be changed into the Kingdom of God by us spreading true love. Just
preaching and lecturing, just sermons and activities will not be enough. We have to become the lights of
the world:
Sun Jin Nim: "You are the light of the world, the hope of all the ages. Please let us go forward in
confidence. Let us build the culture of heart, the world of true love, one family under God that Heaven
has longed to achieve." [4]

We become lights of the world by becoming people of the highest standard of love, people who can love
the way God does, who resonate with God's love:
True Mother: "Our original mind needs to resonate with Heaven and then the culture of heart will be
realized." [5]
We need to deeply realize that not only True Parents are supposed to resonate with the love of God. Only
by us going forward in our heart to the point that our love also resonates with God's love, can the culture
of heart be established. We are supposed to be true sons and daughters of God and True Parents, and only
by our hearts more and more resonating with the love of God can we become such people. This is our
destiny, and it is a glorious one.
By us loving the people around us unconditionally, without any expectation or reward, we grow in heart.
And we have a positive impact on others. They can get inspired by our ways of loving and may become
bells of love as well. Thus the Kingdom of God will spread. Nothing can stop the march of the love of
God, as long as people are doing the job, which means to spread true love:
True Father: "You must understand that no matter what happens to me, even if they are successful in
physically eliminating me, that will not stop the march of the love of God. That love will prevail. The
world will eventually be enlightened and united by the teaching of Reverend Moon, whether he is
physically alive or not." [6]
This unity can only come about, if we put the true love teachings of True Parents into practice, and
become people of deep love:
Heung Jin Nim: "You people who know about the True Parents... you have to become beautiful people of
love, who can be like a magnet to draw people to the Messiah.... Please change your attitude! Please
change! Please become people of deep love, the love of Jesus, the love of True Parents!"[7]
And Heung Jin Nim offers his help on our way of becoming the lights of the world:
Heung Jin Nim: "By being with me and by opening up to me not only will you receive words in your
mind but your heart will begin to change."
As soon as our hearts change, we are on the way to revolutionize ourselves. This way we become engines
of the true love revolution..
Love from Bruno
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